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Short communication
Covid-19 is found to be the deadliest virus that anyone found in this era. Unlike with the other viruses or flu’s, COVID (Corona Viral
infectious diseases) has taken many lives by directly affecting the lungs with having symptoms with fever, cough, and loss in taste and
breathing problems such as pneumonia. There was no Vaccine found in the world and considered a few antiviral drugs as medication. The
Novel coronavirus has got mutate while getting spread ion the community and was irresponsive to the antiviral medications. In spite of the
partial response to the virus, several antivirals have been used for treating the patients such as Favipiravir, Hydroxychloroquine, and the other
antibiotics have been in the pipeline for treating this deadliest virus.

Until the vaccine comes, there may not be the assurance of this subsidiary medicine. So hopefully the trials which are under the pipeline
should get streamed and successful, so thereby world will have successful therapy as COVID 19 vaccine? Possibly we hope for the best in
successful outcome during the trials.
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